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Quality speech and language data to power your applications
Are you equipped to source the large amount of language data needed to train and test your
machine learning model? Do you have the resources to scale your data collection to meet
customer needs in all your target markets, including in low-resource languages?

Appen can help. We understand the complex needs of today’s organizations. For the past 20
years, Appen has delivered the highest quality linguistic data and services, in over 180 languages
and dialects, to government agencies and the world’s largest corporations.

Data Collection

You build the technology – Appen hand-crafts the data for you.
We help you train and evaluate these systems ...
• Automatic speech recognition (ASR)
• Text-to-speech (TTS) engines
• Natural language processing
• Machine translation
• Computer vision & AI platforms

...so you can build these applications:
• Virtual assistants
• Home automation devices
• Gaming consoles & smart TVs
• Call-center systems
• In-car infotainment systems

Here’s why we’re different:
• Unrivaled breadth of data collection coverage
• Global community of over 400,000 pre-screened speakers, covering 180+ languages
• 20 years of experience running collections of all sizes in 90+ countries
• No limit to languages, geography, collection modes and data volumes
• Experienced project managers, language/domain specialists and audio engineers
Looking for speech data? Appen’s got it covered.
Environments
• Home
• Office
• Studio
• Outdoor
• In-car

Recording technology
• Smartphone collection app
• Telephony server
• Single/multi-channel professional audio recording kit
• Personal computer with a built-in or USB mic
• Proprietary customer devices

Need non-speech data? We’ve got that too.
• Scenario-based natural language text collections
• Handwriting and keyboard input
• Non-speech audio recordings (e.g. gunshots, shattering glass)
• Image capture
• Video recordings

Speech modality
• Scripted
• Scenario-based responses
• Role-plays
• Spontaneous conversations

Participants
• Single
• Pairs
• Groups

Transcription and Annotation

Are you working on a cutting-edge acoustic model? Appen’s transcribed data can take it
to the next level.
Our proprietary web-based transcription interface - Appen Global - accelerates ramp up time so
we can deliver large volumes of high-quality transcription and annotation data to you.
What makes us unique:
• 20+ years of experience in human transcription and annotation
• 40 million audio files transcribed in 2016 alone
• 180+ languages supported
• Proprietary web-based transcription interface (Appen Global)
• All native alphabets and orthographies
• Speech, text, video and handwriting supported
• ISO 27001 and ISO 9001 accredited for highly secure transcription
Here’s how we guarantee quality:
• Screening & training of in-country transcribers
• Automated spelling checks & rigorous post-processing by senior team members
• Extensive experience developing spelling standardization in low-resource languages
And don’t forget to ask about our premium extras:
Orthographic transcription
• Automated or manual segmentation
• Time alignment
• Acoustic tagging
• Speaker ID / tracking
• Silence detection
• Spelling standardization

Annotation of transcribed data
• Foreign / accented speech
• Foreground / background speech
• Mispronunciations and speech disfluencies
• Background / overlapping speech
• Slot value identification

Translation and Localization

Got a great local product? Appen helps you take your technology into
new global markets with:
• Localization of human-machine interfaces into 50+ languages
• Evaluation and tuning of machine-translation technology
• Post-editing and end-to-end support for all MT-related needs
• Traditional document translation, software and website localization services
• Global crowd coverage to meet the demand for low-resource languages
Our expertise covers a variety of domains, including:
• Conversational speech translation
• Speech-to-speech MT evaluation
• Capture of persona and intent
• Live-chat, military and disaster relief
• Navigation, multimedia and voice search
• BNF grammar development

Custom Linguistic Solutions

Appen’s high-end linguistic annotation support helps you fine-tune your ASR, TTS and NLP
systems and expand them into new markets and domains.
Our services include:
• Text data annotation in support of:
- Sentiment analysis
- Semantic analysis
- Detection of entities, relations, and events
- Natural language understanding
• Customized linguistic consultation
• Pronunciation lexicon development for TTS
and ASR
• Phonetic transcription and alignment for TTS
• Grammatical markup (POS, morphology)

Licensable Resources

• Proofing tools support
• TTS voice evaluation and
benchmarking/MOS testing
• Named entity tagging
• Domain and intent tagging
• Language analysis – specification
documents for ASR and TTS
development
• Dialogue analysis
• User interaction analysis

Do you need immediate access to a complete speech and language database?
Appen has an extensive catalog of off-the-shelf, licensable resources ready to ship. We even
cover low-resource languages, including dialects from West and North Asia, the Middle
East and Africa.
Ask for a copy of our catalog today!

Supported Languages
Afrikaans
Albanian
Amharic
Arabic (15+ varieties)
Armenian
Assamese
Azerbaijani
Bahasa Indonesia
Bahasa Malaysia
Bakhtiari (Iran)
Basque
Belarusian
Bengali
Bodo
Bulgarian
Burmese
Cantonese (China
PRC, Hong Kong)
Catalan
Cebuano
Corsican
Cree
Croatian
Czech

Danish
Dari
Dholuo
Divehi
Dogri
Dutch (Holland,
Belgium)
Esperanto
English (20+
varieties)
Estonian
Farsi
Finnish
French (5+
varieties)
Frisian
Gaelic
Gallego (Galician)
Georgian
German (Austrian,
German,
Luxembourg,
Swiss)
Georgian
Greek

Greenlandic
Gujarati
Guarani
Haitian Creole
Hausa
Hebrew
Hindi
Hungarian
Icelandic
Igbo
Inuktitut
Italian
Japanese
Javanese
Kannada
Kashmiri
Kazakh
Kermanji (Iran)
Khmer
Kinyarwanda
Konkani
Korean (North,
South)
Ku Waru

Kurdish (Sorani,
Kurmanji)
Kyrgyz
Laki (Iran)
Lao
Latvian
Lithuanian
Luri (Iran)
Macedonian
Malayalam
Malagasy
Mandarin
(China, Taiwan)
Manx
Marathi
Mazanderani
(Iran)
Min
Mongolian
Nepali
Norwegian
(Nynorsk,
Bokmal)
Oriya
Oromo

Pashto
Polish
Portuguese
(Brazilian,
European,
African)
Punjabi
Romanian
Russian
Serbian
Shona
Sinhala
Slovak
Slovenian
Somali
Spanish (20+
varieties)
Sundanese
Swahili
Swedish
Sylheti
Tagalog
Tajik
Tamil

Telugu
Thai
Tok Pisin
Turkish
Turkmen
Ukrainian
Urdu
Uzbek
Vietnamese
Welsh
Wolof
Wu
Xiang
Xhosa
Yoruba
Zulu

Improving machine learning for
technology leaders worldwide

We work with the largest global technology companies to
enhance machine learning platforms to improve search
results, news feeds, advertisements, eCommerce sites and
more. Contact us to discuss your firm’s needs and how we
can develop a customized solution to help your business.

Contact Us
Appen Pty Ltd
Level 6
9 Help Street
Chatswood, Sydney
NSW 2067 Australia
Sydney: +61-2-9468-6335
US: +1-315-335-4020
Europe: +31-622-799-535
Japan & Korea: +82-10-2087-1989
China: +86-181-4650-3673
sales@appen.com
www.appen.com

